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Create exhibition
Log into Neatline
from the address
given. Go to
“Neatline” in the
left menu and select
“Create an exhibit”.

Enter title and a
narrative describing
the exhibition. This
can be changed
later. Select which
background maps to
make available and
which of them will
be the default one.

Add SIMILE
Timeline as a
Widget. 



It is also possible to
use a static image
available on the web
as the background
map. 

Spatial Querying
and Public should
be checked. 

Save the exhibition.

Zooming and viewport
Once the exhibition
is created, open it
by clicking on its
title in the Browse
Exhibits window. 

Choose Styles. 

Zoom and move to
the most relevant
part of the world
and the most
relevant resolution.
Then select “Use
Current Viewport as
Default” and save. 



Timeline
If you want a timeline, select “SIMILE
Timeline” from the Plugins and save. For this
short tutorial, please add a timeline. 

Under “plugins – SIMILE Timeline”
you can decide the starting point for
the timeline, its time density, and
some other details. 

Create a record
Moving to “Records” select “New
Record” to put your first record on the
map.



In the record, enter
Slug (a short
description), the
title, and a body.
HTML can be used,
which means, for
instance, that media
objects such as
images can be
inserted into the
body. Save your
data and move over
to “Map”.

Under “Map” you can then
select what kind of a mark
you want to put on the map
and put it there using the
mouse. The easiest way is
just a point. Zoom and pan to
the right place and zoom
level and add the symbol to
the map. Save the geometry
and a basic record is made
and linked to the map.



View your map
Go back to Omeka and select
the “Public view” of your new
exhibition. Mousing over the
point on the map the title comes
up. 

Clicking on the point makes the
body come up, including the
image for which the reference
was included in the body. 



Add timeline slot for record
The last thing we
will do in this short
introduction is to
add a slot in the
timelines for the
new record. Go
back to editing the
record and choose
“Style.” Select
“SIMILE Timeline”
under “Widgets.”
The timeline must
be selected for each
record you want to
appear on the
timeline.



The start and end
dates will define the
length of the bar in
the timelines. If
they are empty the
record will not be
on the timeline. The
before and after
dates will decide
when the record will
disappear from the
map during timeline
scrolling. If they are
empty the record
will never leave the
map because of
timeline scrolling.

Here you can also
define the default
focus and zoom
level for this
specific record. This
can be done most
easily by zooming
and panning and
then click on “Use
Current Viewport as
Default.”



The map/time exhibition
Going back to the
“Public view” the
record is now
available both on
the map and on the
timeline.


